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Today’s discussion

1. The race for global leadership demands business model innovation

2. What is innovation and the profile for business model innovation?

3. Five Pillars of Innovation driving business model innovation

Financial incentives

Innovation resources

Regulatory framework

Demanding patients

Investment community

4. The future and current examples of business model innovation
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The race for global leadership and the
demand for business model innovation
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Basis for today’s discussion

PwCMedical Device Innovation Scorecard

• 9 key countries in the developed
and emerging markets

• Survey/interview data from Med
Device companies

• Will be released in January 18

• Context and “sneak preview” in
September In Vivo feature article
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The Scorecard is heavily covered by all the major media ...
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We selected 9 countries for our study – each with major
economies and innovative markets
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India
China

Japan

Israel

France

United Kingdom
Germany

United States

Brazil
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The US is experiencing the most rapid relative decline, while
China accelerates the fastest followed by Brazil and India
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Historically, 5 pillars of Medical Device Innovation in the US
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Powerful
financial
incentives

The US spent
more per capita
on healthcare
than all other
countries.

Generous
coverage + high
procedure
reimbursement
fueled
physician
adoption of
new
innovations

Leading
resources for
innovation

The US
established
itself as a world
leader in AMCs

Annual NIH
grant funding
exceeding $30
billion per year
supported the
advancement
of medicine.

Supportive
regulatory
system

FDA led in
setting
standards for
safety and
efficacy of
medical
technologies.

Other countries
would wait to
see FDA’s
position before
acting upon
medical
technology
applications.

Demanding
and price-
insensitive
patients

Americans’
high demand
for healthcare
services as
measured by
MD visit
frequency.

Declining share
of payments
made OOP –
from 68% to
14% over 50
years

Supportive
investment
community

Med-Tech
ranked 2nd or
3rd largest
category among
VC and angel
investors.

VC funding
averaged ~$2.5
Billion p.a. over
the last decade,
enabling
commercializat
ion of
innovations
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HCReform and evolving industry structures are creating
powerful tensions that are transforming innovation
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Tension 3:
Volume vs. value

• FDA approval based on
safety and efficacy in large
populations studies based on
statistical measures

• Genomics enables
personalized healthcare.

• Med Tech companies must
consider genomic differences

• Value occurs by
personalizing solutions
within the system.

Tension 2:
Silos vs. systems

• Med Tech operated in silos,
focused on a small part of a
disease or healthcare
problem.

• Providers used innovative
technology to drive
procedure volume

• Shortage of medical talent
strains the system, requiring
systems perspective.

• Shortage of money requires
innovations in care delivery.

• Ubiquitous connectivity
enables coordinated care.

• Novelty rewarded as much as
innovation

• New features = price
premium.

• Payers reimburse
procedures regardless of
value

Tension 1:
Feature vs. solutions

• Companies must innovate to
remain relevant and
maintain revenue.

• Incremental innovation
doesn’t lead to equal
incremental revenue.

• Reimbursement focus shifts
toward solutions.

Yesterday…

Today …
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Tensions are driving innovation beyond product offerings
towards business model and other innovation types
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What is innovation and the profile of
business model innovation?
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In the Innovation Cycle failure and pain create tensions that
drive the innovation process that lead in turn to growth

This cycle takes place at the device, organizational, national, and
global levels
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Innovation cycle

Growth Failure

Pain

Tension

Innovation

50% of all prescriptions
not filled, 50% of those
not followed

$290B costs of non-
adherence, millions
sick, thousands die

“compliance went from
30%to 80% after six months,

– Novartis.”

25% vs. 100% adherence

Proteus wireless device
incorporated into oral solid
dose form
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50%
50%

2,900

“6
30% 80%

– Novartis.”

25% 100%
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All innovation is not created equal, and can be measured by
new value created
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"You need creativity and invention, but until you can connect that creativity to the customer
in the form of a product or a service that meaningfully changes their lives, I would argue you
don't yet have innovation." A.G. Lafley, CEO, Procter & Gamble

Radical
50%+

Incremental
0-20%

Substantial
20-50%

N
ew

va
lu

e
cr

ea
tio

n

Adaptive tension Creative tension

Proteus wireless
pill device

Texting and
emailing
patientsDisease

management
call centers

Three classes of innovation
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50%+

0-20%
20-50%
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Case example: Merck Serono response to these three tensions
in a new business model – “owning the disease”
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Merck Serono:
Innovation in the new
healthcare paradigm

Molecular Dx
screening IDs
patients who
would benefit
from treatment

Wireless
Easypod
injection device
records
dosage data
and transmits
to clinicians

Nurse call
center
intervenes
when notified
by device of
patient non-
compliance

Clinical nurses
in physician’s
office assist in
treating patient

EHR Integrates
patient
information

Value-based
reporting to NHS
demonstrates
compliance and
improved
outcomes

• Sales growth in a declining, off-patent brand
• Sales force reduction
• Smaller administrative costs; improved margin

• Enhanced patient outcomes at lower cost
• Better clinical integration
• More care provided in home settings at lower cost

Personalized System-based Value driven

Results:
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The five pillars of innovation driving
business model innovation
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Financial incentives
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US continues to
lead in health
spending, with no
expected “bending”
of the cost curve.
China in 2nd place
by 2020
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US continues to lead in share of government spend going
towards healthcare
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Israel leads in ease of reimbursement approval
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Innovation resources
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US will continue to lead in R&D spend, but China has eclipsed
Japan and is closing fast
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China is now #2 in research output and #5 in university
leadership (but not far behind Germany, Japan, UK)
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China lags in patent applications relative to # of researchers,
but will close the gap aggressively as development progresses
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China is now #2 in patents and R&D
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Trading places

China is about to overtake Japan in
patent applications
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Regulatory framework
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Companies indicate the US is 3rd in approval time and 7th in
approval ease, only Japan is more difficult than China
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Source: PwC Survey
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Source: PwC Survey
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As the rate of patent filings in developing countries increases,
so presumably will their attention to IP protection
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The FDA and European regulators deal with three types of
uncertainty very differently
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Demanding patients
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Different countries exhibit dramatically different models of
medical practice
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Different countries exhibit dramatically different models of
medical practice to support different models of innovation
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Product
Logiq 9 (2001)
Dimensions: 55” to 63” x 25” x 35”
Weight: ~434 lb
Cost: >$100,000

Logiq Book (2002)/
Logiq Book XP (2007)
Dimensions: 3.07” x 13.73” x
11”/3.07” x
13.78” x 11”
Weight: ~10lb/~10.3 lb
Cost: As low as ~$30,000/
As low as ~$15,000

VScan (2010)
Dimensions: 5.3” x 2.9” x 1.1”
Weight: ~0.86 lb (with probe)
Cost: $7,900

Case study: GE Compact Ultrasound – Business model
innovation is the key to the future

63

Key issues
• De-featuring existing ultrasound machines was

not an adequate solution to satisfy product
demands in a dramatically different market
with a low-cost paradigm – radical change
was required

• Value-based innovation was applied to build a
compact ultrasound from the ground up that was
tailored to meet local requirements of cost
and portability

• Reverse innovation at work – the product found
new applications in the domestic market, further
expanding it

Key considerations
• What is the best strategy to operate in the

emerging low cost environment?

• Which innovations from developing markets can
be applied to its domestic markets?

• What products will require re-innovation under
the new paradigm?
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Logiq 9 (2001)
: 55” to 63” x 25” x 35”
: ~434 lb
: >$100,000

Logiq Book (2002)/
Logiq Book XP (2007)

: 3.07” x 13.73” x 11”/3.07” x
13.78” x 11”

: ~10lb/~10.3 lb
: As low as ~$30,000/

As low as ~$15,000

VScan (2010)
: 5.3” x 2.9” x 1.1”
: ~0.86 lb (with probe)
: $7,900

: GE –

•

•

• –

•
•

•
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China is leading the way in some areas of business model
innovation
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Ideal Life to provide remote monitoring
for 100,000 in China

In what is being called the largest remote
health monitoring project in the world,
Canadian mobile health technology
company Ideal Life is teaming with a
Chinese pharmaceutical and medical-
supply distributor to build a network of
interactive kiosks and remote monitoring
devices for 100,000 people with chronic
diseases in China.
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Ideal Life to provide remote monitoring
for 100,000 in China

Ideal Life

100,000
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Investment community
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Emerging markets are becomingmore entrepreneurial, and
gaining greater access to venture capital
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Market access by country address marketing and distribution
capabilities
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Developingmarkets are the only
ones gaining in perceived
commercialization opportunity. US
is falling fastest.
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Source: PwC Survey
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Innovation networks are going global across commercial,
academic and financial markets
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Commercial Academic Financial
GE Healthcare Johns Hopkins Sequoia Capital
Johnson & Johnson Mayo Clinic The Carlyle Group
Philips Cleveland Clinic The Blackstone Group

Since the failures, pain points and tensions differ by country, the
nature and type of innovation also differs by country, requiring local

innovation centers and focus
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GE Healthcare Johns Hopkins Sequoia Capital
Johnson & Johnson Mayo Clinic The Carlyle Group
Philips Cleveland Clinic The Blackstone Group
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The future and current examples of
business model innovation
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Tensions are changing the nature of innovation demanding
business model and other types of innovation
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Tension 3:
Volume vs. value

Tension 2:
Silos vs. systems

Tension 1:
Feature vs. solutions

System &
value-based
incentives

Global
Innovation
Networks

Competing
Regulatory

systems

Individual
solutions , price-

sensitivity

Global
finance

networks

Powerful
financial
incentives

Leading
resources for
innovation

Supportive
regulatory
system

Demanding and
price-insensitive

patients

Supportive
investment
community

Finance Process Offering Delivery
Business

Model
Networking Enabling

process
Core

process
Product

performance
Product
system

Service Channel Brand Customer
experience

1

2
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Business model innovation tend to have one thing in common:
solutions, systems and value for “owning the disease”
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Companies Owning

Diagnostics and Cancer

Orthopedics and
osteoporosis

Parkinson’s Disease

Cancer

Urology

STDs
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To “own the disease” and succeed in the future, medical
technology firms must apply the following six principles
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Stay tuned for the next version and more details …
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Thank you!

www.pwc.com/InnovationScorecard
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